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Wolverine Rangers
Officers and
Board of Directors
Captain Mike Carnaghi
aka Chili Pepper Pete
First Lieutenant Rick Lewis
aka Micky Lobe
Sec/Tres Rick Stover
& Lou Stover
aka Mackinaw Kid
& Lavender Lou
Ron Bailey
aka Alibi
Marty Bell
aka Bad River Marty
Mary Ann Bench
aka Laporte Lil
Carmen Bryan
aka Wiiwan
David Bryan
aka Bordertown Hombre
Robert Huntoon
aka Billy Bob Digwell
Jim Jones
aka Table Top Tom
Wally Liley
aka Wall-Man
Ed Smith
aka Fast Eddie
Paula Smith
aka Cactus Kay
Terry Stuart
aka Tucson Stu
James Tierney
aka Catlow

Olla Amigo’s. Well, 2002 is almost over and we’re coming into the busy time
of the year so let me wish all of you a fun and safe holiday season. The WR
Board has met twice since the Range War and plans are already in the works
for next year. The 2003 shooting calendar is almost ready for the printer and
some dates are already on the website. We need a few more digital photos for
the calendar if anyone has any.
Lucky Lennie and I are planning on attending the Territorial Governors
meeting and convention this week. We will have a full report of what’s new
when we return. Speaking of new, Ionia will be hosting cowboy action shoots
this year under the direction of Texas John Critter and High Maintenance. The
Shoot Straight Cattle Company will have dates listed in the upcoming calendar.
Well, things keep changing on the Wolverine Rangers Board. I am sorry to
announce that Micky Lobe has resigned as First Lieutenant and has stepped
down from the Board. Rick will be sorely missed for his hard work and
devotion to the members. Thanks, Rick! In lue of this, No Buk Chuck has
rejoined the Board as the First Lieutenant.
I would also like to welcome KC and Daniele Fahrni, and Mike and Patsy
Green to the WR Board of Directors. The Fahrni’s will be representing the
Ionia club and the Green's will be representing the Rockford club. I would like
to thank Tucson Stu and Table Top Tom for all their great work on the Board.
2002 was a great year for Cowboy Action Shooting in Michigan and I hope
with your help 2003 will be even better.
Best Regards,
Chili Pepper Pete
Ramblings from the Bunkhouse
Well, pards, another year has come and gone with a lot of well put together,
safe shoots. Now we are in the holiday season hoping for that new holster rig
or maybe a pair of mule ears, possibly even a new 100% beaver Bailey. The
holidays always bring family and friends together for a joyous and happy time.
This is what Lavender Lou and I are looking forward to. We hope that you
and yours find the same.
This year’s membership is 283 to date. We are continuing to grow with one or
two new members every month.
We have ordered new badges. As soon as we receive them, we will be sending
them out to the people who have notified us that their badge has broken.
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Wolverine Rangers Club News
A new club has joined the ranks of the Rangers,
located in Ionia. Texas John Critter and High
Maintenance are working very hard at getting
things going. Watch for their shoot dates in 2003.
There are three clubs holding winter shoots: DSC,
Lapeer and Rockford. Check the web for all
scheduled dates and any changes.
A
GREAT
CHRISTMAS
Y’ALL!!!!

BIG
COWBOY
MERRY
AND HAPPY NEW YEAR,

Mackinaw Kid and Lavender Lou
Chippewa Regulators - Sault Ste. Marie
If you didn't make it to our October shoot, you
missed a real fun time. With fall weather breathing
down our dusters 43 shooters took to the range
with guns a blazing. The highlight event of the
match was our Turkey Shoot, complete with a live
turkey watching cautiously from his cage. Now
don't get alarmed. We didn't harm the old bird.
Just gave him away to the lucky winner, Miss
Bluebird. But after some serious discussion Miss
Bluebird was given a frozen bird and the live
gobbler was sent back to the farm with feathers still
intact.
Our gun cart winner was No Name Justice. Lucky
cowboy! Plans for 2003 look like another busy but
fun year. Beginning in May through October we
will host a shoot the third Saturday of each month.
Right now we plan on a two-day shoot in June, the
third Saturday and Sunday, June 21-22. We hope
you can make one or more of our shoots next year
if you're looking for more fun than a person should
have.
Katie Callahan
DSC Rocky River Regulators
Our November shoot started a little wet but we still
had 28 hardy souls show up to shoot. God blessed
all of us by stopping the rain just before time to
shoot and it held off until we were done.

We would like to give a great big THANK YOU to
“The Lady” aka Sue Gillary (and Randy too). Sue
spent Saturday and most of Saturday night cooking
a traditional Thanksgiving dinner for all the
shooters. If any cowboy went home hungry it was
his own fault or else his eatin’ arm was broke.
Our annual New Year’s Eve shoot will be held on
December 29th. We know it is not really New
Year’s Eve but we have found that most people
either have to work or have plans on the eve so we
keep it on our usual Sunday. If you are planning to
attend remember to dress appropriate for the
weather conditions. Cowboy attire is optional,
especially the boots (they are really cold). We will
have a bonfire to help keep the wolf away.
January 19th and February 16th are the first two
shoots at DSC for 2003. We do NOT shoot in
March because it is usually too wet on the range.
All the winter shoots are held out-of-doors. Even
if it is cold, we always have a good time.
Now y’all have a wonderful holiday season and we
will see you at the shoots.
Think safety first, last and always.
Mackinaw Kid
January 4th Frontier Cartridge Shoot-Out
The Second Annual Frontier Cartridge Shoot-Out
is scheduled for January 4th at the Rockford club
in conjunction with their regular match. It’s just
a way to get more people to try black powder.
The rules are simple. 1) Black powder or
substitutes in all firearms, 2) Cartridge pistols 3840 caliber or larger and all cap and ball pistols,
3) No Reduced Loads, powder and bullets only,
4) Any CAS approved rifle and caliber, may use a
grease cookie if required, 5) Shotgun either side
by side or ‘87 with any bp load, and 6) Pistols
will be shot double duelist style or gunfighter
(shooters choice). Hope to see you there.
Chili Pepper Pete
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Wolverine Rangers Club News
Rockford Regulators
A great big cowboy “Howdy: to all you Wolverine
Rangers from the Rockford Regulators. A bit of
introduction might be in order here. My alias is
Diewalker, SASS #22433. Some of you know me,
I know a lot of you. At the last meeting of our
"cowboy board" at Rockford I was "volunteered"
to write articles for our club. So, here is the first of
what I hope are many.
In October of 2001, we had our very first Cowboy
Action Shoot at Rockford, MI. The west side of
the state is no stranger to CAS. We have many
competitors and a few clubs scattered around the
area. The support we have received from ALL the
cowboy shooters has been greatly appreciated. We
hope for your continued support in our humble
CAS efforts.
It has been a memorable first year. One thing that
comes to mind is the February shoot when we had
29 hearty souls brave the snow to shoot. I call it
snow because it was white although I think it was
about 2 degrees shy of being rain. After four
stages we were soaked to the skin and unanimously
agreed we had "had enough fun” for one day! We
headed to the clubhouse for some hot food and
terrific fellowship. I have to take this opportunity
and hop up on my soapbox for just a minute. Now,
don't take offense, but I think we put on the best
lunch in the state. I'm pretty sure I won't get much
in the way of arguments from the cowpokes that
have shot with us. Folks find it hard to argue with
their mouths full. (grin) As Rifled Slug once said
to me, "I've been to a lot of cowboy shoots but I've
never had live music to entertain me during
dinner”. We strive to do our best to give the
shooters their money's worth and be a little
different.
Ahh, different! That brings the August shoot to
mind. Before we go any further, I claim all
responsibility for the August shoot. Table Top
Tom had a fine scenario all set to go. But
NOOOO! I had this oddball idea that just popped
into my head. So, I begged, pleaded, cajoled and

basically hijacked his scenario. I twisted it like a
balloon animal until it emerged as "Judge Roy
Bean goes to Hawaii". Yes! For those unfortunate
ones that missed this one, I will set the scene for
you. The dress code was a "little" different. You
were required to wear your usual cowboy hat, but
were also required to wear shorts and a Hawaiian
shirt. Now you get the picture. (grin) I'm here to
tell you, a pard cuts a pretty snazzy figure wearing
a colorful lei, shorts, Hawaiian shirt, cowboy hat,
and gun belt. It just brings out the best in a
stainless steel Vaquero. Then for Stage 4 we added
a grass hula skirt and a coconut shell bra. That, my
fellow Rangers, was like a million bucks.
Something that I've never seen before. (grin) I
have to admit it, I did not hear anyone say "Man,
I'll sure be glad to get out of these sneakers and
back into my cowboy boots because my feet are
killing me". All in all, it was a fun, comfortable
hot weather shoot. For those of you that missed it I
can just say: GET READY! Come next August,
we'll do it again. I'll change the scenario some but
the shorts and shirts, well, they’re just kind of a
tradition as far as I'm concerned.
I guess I've been longwinded enough for the first
time. I figure I'll just "wind ‘er up". I look
forward to talking with you next month. I really
look forward to shooting with more of you in the
time to come. Remember, here at Rockford we
shoot all year long. See you down the trail.
Diewalker
New CAS Clothing Business
Eleanor Jewel and the Faygo Kid have
started a CAS clothing business. They
can be reached by phone at (734) 6763981 or email eleanorjewel@yahoo.com
Their website - www.eleanorjewel.com is up and running so take a look and
order up some new duds!
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Wolverine Rangers Club News
Straight Shots from Saginaw

Lapeer Wranglers

Who can believe that we're heading towards 2003
already? This year has galloped by with lightening
speed and has left us with many fond memories
and friendships

The Lapeer County Sportsman's Club "Wranglers"
have their shooting dates for the 2003 season. You
will be sent a list of dates and a map (provided I
don't forget it) in the very near future. It looks like
all our indoor shooting will be outdoor this coming
year. There are just too many concerns about the
old pistol building/dust & lead for us to shoot in
there this year. Our new pistol range and building
has been given the OK by our Board of Directors
and site preparation has already begun. The new
building will go up just as soon as we get the septic
field and new well put in. The best part of all of
this is the in-house indoor plumbing! No more
cold trips to the one-holer during the winter. For
those of you who haven't been to our range lately,
you will find some changes have been made.
There are three new shooting bays complete with
berms and three of the old shooting bays have been
bermed. All of these areas are in the "woods" area
next to the rifle range.

Our last shoot of 2002 was held on October 12th
with 32 shooters attending. The top shooters were:
Men:
Texas John Critter
A.J. Peacock
Bad River Marty
No Buk Chuck
Fast Eddie
Ladies:
Laporte Lil
High Maintenance
Katie Callahan
Annie Rosebud
Elsie Rose
Our shooters went out with a bang by having five
clean matches. Texas John Critter, A.J. Peacock,
Old Sy, Lumberman, and Pine River Cowboy were
grinnin' from ear to ear. Way to go, pards! We
had no complaints on target size and Bad River
Marty is looking for some bigger ones……..
maybe some GIANT buffalos at 15 yards???
A special thanks to Secondhand Jack for building
us the Red Dog Saloon stage. We used it during
our October shoot and found it to be fun and
challenging with lots of possibilities. Great job,
Jack! We appreciate ALL our cowboys and
cowgals who helped throughout the year, donating
their time and efforts to keep the sport alive and
growing. Many hands make light work and our
gang is as good as they get.
We are working on next year's schedule and hope
to see our old friends as well as lots of new faces
on the cowboy circuit in 2003.
And remember…Live life….Give it your best shot!

Bad River Marty

Speaking of the rifle range, you will find it has
been dug down quite a bit starting from the 25 yard
line and extending to the 200 yard line. The extra
dirt was added to the berms on each side. We are
hopeful that for our summer shoots starting in
April that we will be able to add new storefronts,
etc. which can be left up during the period from
April to November. Sure would make it a little
easier on our backs not having to put up and take
down after each shoot!
For those of you who need a place to shoot, the
Lapeer County Sportsman's Club recently took in
as members all those on its waiting list. This
amounted to about 50 people, so you could be
pretty much sure that you would become a member
by next September. A person on the waiting list
has all the privileges of a regular member except
that they cannot vote or have a gate key until they
are a regular member. Contact Ricochet Bill or
Wall-Man if you are interested in becoming a part
of the action.
Wall-Man
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After two years of trying we finally did it! We talked Evil Roy into
coming to Michigan to conduct a shooting class! We are very excited
about this opportunity.
For those of you who need a little background, he and his granddaughter, Holy Terror, are on the
cover of the October 2002, Chronicle. Evil Roy is the 2001 SASS Overall World Champion and
the 2000 SASS Overall National Champion. For more information on Evil Roy’s background
you may access his website at www.evilroyshootingschool.com.
ERSS classes cover equipment selection and preparation, drills to
improve skills, stage strategy, and the mind set required to be a good
shootist and will give you the tools to improve your skills. The class will
be two full days, Wednesday and Thursday, August 27-28, 2003. It will
take place at the Blue Water Sportsman’s Association in Port Huron, MI.
It is the two days preceding the Wolverine Rangers Range War and
Michigan State Championship. You do not have to be shooting the Range
War to take the class.
Cost of the class is $270.00 including range fee for two days. Spouse is added at $170.00. A
limited number of juniors may take the class at a significantly reduced price provided their parent,
who is also taking the class, accompanies them. Class size is limited to 25.
We think this would make a great Christmas present.
Start dropping hints now.
If you are interested send in a deposit now to hold your spot. Remember,
the class is limited to 25. The easy pay plan would be a minimum of $50
now and then $50 a month until paid in full by June 1st. Or, if you wish,
you may send a check for the full amount now.
Contact us at 1-810-733-8454 or e-mail docandkay@yahoo.com
Mail to: Fast Eddie & Cactus Kay
4345 S. Linden Rd.
Flint, MI 48507
Make checks payable to Wolverine Rangers
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Wolverine Rangers - A Member Letter
Whose Game is it Anyway?
I remember the first time I saw a CAS match. I had
gone to the range with my son to shoot his .22 and
found out the range was closed for a CAS match.
Although we were a little disappointed, we stood
there and watched for a little while. As each
shooter went through the stage I tried to understand
the rules. I figured since they where keeping score
and using a timer, that it was a competitive
shooting sport and the faster you hit the targets the
better. As I watched them shoot I imagined that I
could shoot as good as those fellers and decided to
get more information. I found the SASS wire and
asked a bunch of questions. I bought books and
videos. I watched every local match that was held.
I called top gunsmiths and asked them what pistols,
rifles and shotguns the top shooters were using. I
started getting my rig together and practicing every
chance I got.
It’s been a year since I found out about CAS and I
have had a heck of a good time. I’ve learned a lot
about this sport, as numerous cowboys have taken
me under their wings and offered me tons of
advice. I even won a couple local matches,
“Yippee”. But in my quest to be a better shooter I
started watching the shooters that were beating me.
It seemed that I was shooting much heavier loads
in my pistols than they were. I asked around and
found out that if I cut my powder down by 60%
and used a magnum primer and a .38 case, instead
of a .357 case, my pistol recoil would be easier to
handle. Shooting 125gr bullets at 550fps was a lot
easier than 158gr at 900fps. I also found out that
my shotgun belt was being worn far too low and
therefore costing me precious time in grabbing my
shells. (I thought that belly button height meant
the belt had to be BELOW the belly button. What
a novice!) As the summer wore on, I noticed that I
was wearing my holsters too far apart to really be
fast on the draw. In fact it seems that wearing them
right up front is much faster, even though John
Wayne never wore them that way. I even see
holsters with plastic inserts to allow even
faster/smoother draws, kind of like an IPSC holster

covered in cowhide.
Well enough is enough. Whose game is it anyway?
I feel like the long tailed dog that can’t turn around
quite fast enough to catch it. Who is in charge of
this sport? I see cross draws that are over the 30
degree line “as worn”, wide shotgun belts that are
being worn 6” above the gun belt, loads so light
that every shot sounds like a squib, and black
powder loads that smoke less than a good heavy
dose of Unique. Don’t get me wrong, I am not
complaining about all those really fast shooters
who whoop me on a regular basis. But cross draws
that are seriously canted are a safety concern and
should be called more closely. In fact, every rule in
the rulebook should be strictly enforced or
eliminated. So, who’s game is it? It’s all of ours.
The rulebook can’t completely define this sport
(not one you’d want to carry in your vest pocket
anyway). We should all attempt to enforce the
rules, whether it is a monthly match or EOT,
whether it’s a beginning shooter or a top gun. It’s
tough to call a shooter on a questionable rig and
I’m as guilty as the next guy, not wanting to ask
someone to slide their shotgun belt down a tad, fix
a cross draw or slide their holsters a little farther
apart. But rules are rules. Just remember that when
someone emulates you, you have affected the
game. Luckily, there are still plenty of fast shooters
that follow ALL the rules. Competitive shooters
are in this sport to win, that’s great. Nothing is
wrong with winning. I enjoy watching fast
shooters, but I absolutely love seeing a fast shooter
that has legal leather, wears the shotgun belt just
above the gun belt and shoots loads that you can
actually hear. That’s spirit of the game.
A.J. Peacock

Pickin’ Up Pards
Welcome to the following new or returning
members: Steady Eddie, Joshua Loper, Fat Arrow
and Marshall Justice Calhoun.
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Wolverine Rangers Range War Summary
drew a trusty stick horse mount to ride through the
balloon strewn course.

The Wolverine Rangers and the Single Action
Shooting Society hosted their Fourth Annual
Michigan State Championship at the Blue Water
Sportsman’s Club in Port Huron, Michigan on
Labor Day weekend from Friday, August 30 to
Monday, September 2, 2002. Despite the rocky
economy this event’s word-of-mouth attracted 204
registered shooters (with seventeen attending from
neighboring Canada).
Friday’s events began with shooter registration and
a full slate of side matches from 10:00 a.m. until
4:00 p.m. A highlight of the side matches was the
new mechanized .22 shooting gallery assembled by
Mackinaw Kid and sponsored by the Detroit
Sportsman’s Congress.
Friday also began the Charity Challenge Event that
continued through the weekend. The challenge
was a man-on-man match with reactive targets.
Many a shooter was called out to match skills for
bragging rights with contributions going to the
Kimberly Anne Gillary Foundation. Kimberly
Anne lost her life in a tragic high school sporting
incident in April of 2000. She is the daughter of
our friends and fellow Rangers, Randy and Sue
Gillary. To preserve Kimberly Anne’s memory
and prevent another family from experiencing this
terrible loss, the foundation has raised over
$250,000 to supply every high school in Michigan
with specialized defibrillators and the training to
use them properly. Over 90 schools have been
supplied so far. This is the second year the
Rangers have raised money for the foundation at
the Range War.
Friday evening found a group of shooters gathered
to compete in the mounted event. Each competitor

As night fell many of the shooters retired to their
tents, trailers, and motor homes in the newly sited
camping area which has been given the name
“Hooterville”. Over 60 cowboy families made up
the population of Hooterville. The heart of
Hooterville was the circle of chairs surrounding the
roaring “white man’s fire” where the yarn spinners,
guitar pickers, and joke tellers held forth. Many
folks left the Range War with their fondest
memories of the weekend being of Hooterville.
Throughout the weekend Sutler’s Row offered
many dealers whose goods tempted the greenbacks
from cowboy pockets and cowgirl purses. Our old
leatherworking friend, Phil Hawk, was present for
his fourth Range War with his fine offerings. Off
the Wall Gun Carts from Indiana was another
returning vendor. Cowtown Katy’s Emporium of
Louisiana, the Texas Traders and Hurricane’s
Women’s Apparel from Texas added to the variety
of choice in cowboy clothes. Ray’s Bullets of
Montrose, Michigan, Renegade Leather and Trader
Dan’s of Indiana also added to the range of cowboy
plunder available.
Bright and early on Saturday cowboys began
congregating on the range in expectation of the
safety meeting and the commencement of the ten
stage main event. The Blue Water Sportsmen’s
Club provides a flat and level firing line nearly a
quarter mile wide with five shooting bays, plus 100
and 200 yard rifle ranges provide ample space for
this major Midwestern match. Returning shooters
marveled at the improvements made by this
dynamic shooting club since last year and
anticipation of those improvements to be made in
the year ahead. The size of the range allowed all
ten stages to be set up for the whole weekend. By
having the ten posses scheduled for five stages
each day, the match moved along briskly. Even the
last posses completed their stages by 2:00 p.m.
each day.
At 8:30 a.m. Saturday, Wolverine Rangers Captain
Chili Pepper Pete called the Shooters Safety
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Wolverine Rangers Range War Summary
Meeting to order. Following a review of safety and
range rules was the introduction of the posse
leaders and the stage drivers. Let us take a moment
here to thank these folks and their deputies
collectively for their hard work which made the
Range War a success. With five main match stages
on each day of the shoot, plus a checkerboard
posse schedule to follow, the task of posse leader
was a demanding one. Our stage drivers and their
deputies were a new addition to the Range War.
These dedicated members spent the whole
weekend providing the necessary consistency and
direction for all ten posses. The stage drivers
sacrificed shooting on a regular posse and shot
through in the evenings in order to be able to give
their full attention to each day’s shooters. To the
best of my knowledge all our posse leaders and
stage drivers performed without a hitch.
Following the safety meeting I met with the
members of Posse Seven. Our cowboys and
cowgirls ranged in age from twelve and up. This
was the second year my Range War posse was
loaded down with young talent. It did help that all
the top placing Junior Girl shooters rode with our
posse.
We had the parents of our youngsters
aboard as well. The straight shooting family of
Bushy Mills and his daughter, Ally Katt; the
husband and wife duo of R.J. Law and The Lady
had their daughter, K.C. Kate; and Michigan Miss
and I had our daughters, Marquesa de Mores and
Miss Kitty Wilkins. For the next two days we
renewed old friendships and forged new ones while
we cheered each other (and our kids) on.
The ten stages for this year’s Range War were
designed with an eye toward being straightforward,
yet challenging. I would be remiss if I did not
mention that there was one particular target
element that drew universal comment – especially
from the swiftest of our lead dispensers. These
were the dreaded blue steer head rifle targets.
Saturday evening the Ranger’s traditional Biscuit
Slingers Chili Feed was held at the clubhouse just
before the crowd gathered for the cowboy trap

event that went on into the night under the lights.
The clay birds flew and many a red-faced cowboy
left the line to the vociferous delight of the
onlookers.
Following another day of pleasant shooting
weather on Sunday, the washed and curry combed
cowboy and cowgirl competitors assembled at
Wadham’s Banquet Center for the awards and
dinner ceremony. The folks at Wadham’s outdid
themselves in laying a good spread before the
hungry shooters. The doubling of serving tables
assured that all the diners were served in a
relatively short time.
After dinner Mackinaw Kid and No Buk Chuck
announced the random drawing winners, conducted
the auction, presented recognition awards, and
made the presentation of shooting awards before
the evening came to a close.
Monday dawned clear for the man-on-man and
team event. The six person teams were drawn by
chance and utilized a mix of rifle, pistol, and
shotgun targets.
The origins of the Range War’s success can be
found in several places. It comes directly from the
experience, efforts, and dedication of the
Wolverine Rangers officers and individual
members who assisted in delivering a first class
cowboy shoot. To all those who contributed time,
money, merchandise, and effort, whether
mentioned by name or not, let me offer you a warm
“thank you and well done”. I also want to remark
on the assistance given by competitors who aided
the posse leaders, stage drivers, and their deputies
with the duties of timing, scorekeeping, watching
the loading, and unloading tables (safety first, last
and always!). The sport is only as good as the
people who participate and those who help out
within the posse are the folks who understand what
the spirit of the game really is all about. The
combined targets, props, and backdrops of the
Wolverine Rangers affiliated clubs allowed ten
unique, memorable, and challenging main match
stages.
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Wolverine Rangers Range War Summary
I would be remiss if I did not mention the women
and men who assisted Lavender Lou in
registration: Cactus Kay and Country Girl, and
statistical operations of the shoot: Denali Kid and
Camptown.
Each year’s Range War finds improvements on the
previous year and a number of totally new
developments that make this a match that all SASS
shooters should consider attending. I suggest you
mark your calendars now for the Labor Day
weekend 2003 and four days of cowboy shooting
fun at its best!

Team Event
Allegan Dan
Bad River Marty
Dudeman Dahlen
Duke Dakota
Fox
Moe Gunns

MAIN MATCH WINNERS
Michigan State Men’s Champion
Colt McAllister
Michigan State Women’s Champion
Cactus Kay

SIDE MATCH WINNERS
Fastest Rifle
1. 1 Eyed Rider
2. Texas John Critter
3. Ol Short Tom

Fastest Pistol
1. 1 Eyed Rider
2. Fireball
3. Klondike

Derringer
1. Seven
2. Colt McAllister
3. Gas Light

Long Range Pistol
1. Faygo Kid
2. 1 Eyed Rider
3. Major

Long Range Lever
Pistol Caliber
1. Bob Dalton
2. Dirty Dances w/Wolves
3. Nine Finger Bob

Long Range Lever
Rifle Caliber
1. Led Foulin’
2. A. Horshuordinon
3. Doc Molar

Long Range
Single Shot Rifle
1. Coop-D-Graw
2. Max Montana
3. Indian Frank

Fastest Shotgun
1. Colt McAllister
2. Texas John Critter
3. Bad River Marty

Pocket Pistol
1. Led Foulin’
2. Col. Blaze
3. Fireball

.22 Pistol
1. 1 Eyed Rider
2. Rattlesnake Kid
3. Indian Frank
.22 Rifle
1. Firebal
2. Texas John Critter
3. Nine Finger Bob

Man-on-Man
A.J. Peacock

Modern
1. Lucky Lennie
2. Indian Frank
3. T.D. Waters

Traditional
1. Colt McAllister
2. 1 Eyed Rider
3. Fireball

Forty-Niner
1. Seven
2. Ol Short Tom
3. Klondike

Duelist
1. Doc Roy L Pain
2. Led Foulin’
3. Onyx

5

Senior Duelist
1. Fast Eddie
2. Secondhand Jack

Senior Traditional
1. Tres Hombres
2. Buckshot Ed
3. Bob Dalton

Senior Modern
1. One Son of a Gun
2. Peter Pistolero
3. Grey Pony

Gunfighter
1. Cripple Creek Kid
2. Max Montana
3. A. Horshurodinon

Frontier Cartridge
Traditional
1. Chili Pepper Pete
2. Marcus Allen
3. No Buk Chuck

Frontiersman
1. Swiss
2. Mike Fink

Women’s Traditional
1. Two Sons
2. Wildcat Elly
3. Shotgun Mary

Women’s Modern
1. Cactus Kay
2. Eleanor Jewel
3. Lilabell

Junior Boy
1. Dudeman Dahlen
2. Little Dan Dawson

Junior Girl
1. Marquesa de Mores
2. Ally Katt
3. Miss Kitty Wilkins
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Wolverine Rangers Calendar / Miscellaneous
2003 Wolverine Rangers Calendar
January 4 Saturday Rockford
12 Sunday Lapeer (Indoors)
19 Sunday DSC/Utica
February 1 Saturday Rockford
9 Sunday Lapeer (Indoors)
16 Sunday DSC/Utica
March

1 Saturday Rockford
9 Sunday Lapeer (Indoors)
23 Sunday Ionia *

* If camping at Ionia, call Texas John
Critter beforehand at 616-506-7325.
Note: The complete calendar will be mailed soon
to each member and will also be available
on the website at that time.
E-mail Address Change
Please note the Epitaph Editor/Webmaster’s e-mail
address has changed to laportelil@msn.com (was
previously Yahoo.com).

CLUB CONTACTS
Bad River Marty
Bordertown Hombre
Fast Eddie
Lucky Lennie
Mackinaw Kid
Micky Lobe
No Cattle
Texas John Critter
Wall-Man
Yooper Fred

Saginaw
Port Huron
Flint/Davison
Hastings
DSC
Durand
Rockford
Ionia
Lapeer
Sault Ste. Marie

989-585-3292
519-336-1690
810-733-8454
616-891-8376
248-852-0351
810-629-9709
616-363-2827
616-506-7325
248-628-7424
906-635-9700
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